
LAND ROVER GEAR - ACCESSORIES 

 RANGE ROVER VELAR



EXPERIENCE LAND ROVER GEAR

Range Rover Velar brings new levels of desirability and versatility to the  
fore and is ready to meet the needs of your journey, no matter what the 
conditions. You can look forward to spectacular performance on- and off-road. 
The perfect way to ensure it meets your specific needs is to personalize 
your vehicle with Land Rover accessories.

We’ve designed four Accessory Lifestyle packs for the Range Rover Velar to 
help you easily enhance your vehicle to suit your lifestyle. Choose between 
the Sports, Touring, Carbon Fibre or Active, all of which allow you to give 
your Land Rover vehicle the stamp of individuality it deserves.

We carry a wide range of stylish and practical interior and exterior 
accessories, including the Click and Go range, the iPhone Connect and 
Charge Dock, Wireless Phone Charging Cupholder and helpful load space 
attachments. We also offer a variety of carrying and towing components, 
wheels and wheel accessories.

Find out more about the accessories available for the Range Rover Velar at 
gear.landrover.com. 

Meticulously Designed and Engineered
Land Rover accessories are engineered by the same team who designed 
your vehicle. They are the experts who understand every inch of your  
Land Rover and its capabilities. Their expertise allows them to create 
accessories that complement the overall design of your vehicle, while 
optimizing performance.

Tested to the Highest Standards
All Land Rover accessories are rigorously tested and inspected to  
ensure they meet the exacting standards you expect from Land Rover.  
This ensures they always work in harmony with your vehicle.

Accessories are tested in extreme hot and cold temperatures to ensure 
they will perform in all conditions, all year round.

Corrosion resistance testing ensures accessories can withstand demanding 
climates such as coastal conditions, while a series of tests ensure seamless 
integration with your Land Rover vehicle’s existing safety features.

Accessories are put through their paces in a series of bespoke tests specific 
to their design, function and the materials from which they’re made. 
Exterior accessory testing, for example, includes:

–  Exposure to up to two years of direct sunlight  
known as ‘Florida Weathering’.

–  Heat Aging Test for 500 hours.

–  Extreme Heat Test ranging from -40°C to 80°C.

–  Heat Shock Testing during which parts are cooled  
to -40°C for 16 hours, then heated to 70°C for 5 minutes.

–  Humidity Resistance Test where accessories are subjected  
to 168 hours at 48°C in 95–100% humidity.

–  Accelerated Environmental Cycle Testing comprising a relentless  
barrage of salt, dirt and dust to simulate real world driving.

Quality Assured
For additional peace of mind, all Land Rover accessories come with a 
minimum 12-month warranty or can be covered under your vehicle’s  
existing warranty if they’re purchased within the first month of ownership 
or 1,600 kilometres (whichever comes first).

For further information on accessories and the latest accessory  
lifestyle films, please visit gear.landrover.com.
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Premium interior and subtle exterior styling enhancements  
complement Range Rover Velar’s design cues and provide 
a distinctive sport-inspired finish.

1.  22" 10 Spoke ‘Style 1051’ Diamond Turned with 
Satin Technical Grey Finish, Alloy Wheel Set 

2. Deployable Side Steps 

3. Mud Flaps – Front

4. Mud Flaps – Rear 

5. Rear Spoiler – Carbon Fibre  

SPORTS PACK
1.

2.

3.

4.



Touring pack that provides a stylish and practical carrying 
solution to prepare Range Rover Velar for all touring and 
recreational activities.

1.  22" 10 Spoke ‘Style 1051’ Diamond Turned with 
Satin Technical Grey Finish, Alloy Wheel Set 

2. Range Rover Lettering – Narvik Black 

3. Cross Bars 

4. Wheel Mounted Bike Carrier

5. Tow Receiver – NAS

6. Luggage Roof Box

TOURING PACK
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CARBON FIBRE PACK

Premium, exterior styling Carbon Fibre upgrades, including 
High Grade Carbon Fibre rear spoiler, mirror covers and side 
vents featuring a twill weave and a High Gloss lacquered finish, 
providing a performance-inspired design enhancement coupled 
with the weight benefits associated with Carbon Fibre.

1.  22" 10 Spoke ‘Style 1051’ Diamond Turned with 
Satin Technical Grey Finish, Alloy Wheel Set

2. Side Vents – Carbon Fibre 

3. Mirror Covers – Carbon Fibre 

4. Rear Spoiler – Carbon Fibre 

2.

4.

3.1.
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ACTIVE PACK

The roof mounted carrying system and deployable side steps provide 
practical and safe transportation of equipment, while also facilitating roof 
access and assisting with entry to and from the vehicle.

1. Cross Bars 

2. Deployable Side Steps

3. Wheel Mounted Bike Carrier

4. Mud Flaps – Front

5. Tow Receiver

6. Sports Roof Box

7. Mud Flaps – Rear

1.

6.

3.

7.

5.

4.
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GO WHEREVER, CONNECT WHEREVER CONNECTIVITY
Choose from two in-car phone charging devices to ensure that you’re never out of touch while on the road. Designed to keep your device 
visible while it charges, each of these chargers fits neatly into the cup holder space in the centre console of the Range Rover Velar.

Wireless Phone Charging Cupholder 
The wireless phone charging cupholder has been designed to charge 
utilizing either front cup holder space in the centre console. The holder will 
accommodate varying phone sizes securely in place. The charger displays  
an LED light to indicate when charging and turns off when complete.  
Fits phones up to 72 mm wide.

iPhone Connect and Charge Dock 
The iPhone connect and charge dock has been designed to charge utilizing 
the cup holder space in the centre console. When connected, the iPhone’s 
media is accessible and has the ability to be controlled via the integrated 
infotainment/audio system. The ‘cut-out’ design of the holder is such that 
the home button is also accessible for use when parked. The iPhone USB 
charger can be easily disconnected if the USB connection is required for 
other uses.
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Click and Play*
The Click and Play iPad holder is part of the Click and Go range. This removable tablet holder attachment can easily be positioned at multiple angles  
for in-cabin comfort and rear entertainment.

Click and Hang 
This removable coat hanger allows shirts or 
jackets to be kept crease-free while transporting. 
Also includes an integral hook for use outside  
the vehicle. 

Click and Work 
This folding table offers the rear passengers a 
practical surface from which to work, particularly 
useful on long journeys. It also has a cup holder 
and is height and angle adjustable for  
in-cabin comfort.

Click and Hook 
This universal hook creates extra storage space 
for items to be hung, especially useful for 
handbags or groceries.

TREAT YOUR PASSENGERS TO FIRST CLASS CLICK AND GO
The Click and Go range is a multi-purpose seat-back system for second row passengers. The versatile Click and Go Base attaches 
between the headrest mountings and further attachments can be added to hold tablets, bags and shirts or jackets. Each attachment is 
sold separately. The base can be easily removed when not in use. 

*Available for iPad Air®, iPad mini™ 1 - 3, iPad® 2 - 4 and Samsung® 10.1"
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Load Space Full Protection Liner 
The load space full protection liner covers the sides, roof and load space floor and provides full protection from wet or muddy items like boots, garden waste 
or leisure equipment. When loading, the padded panel drops down and acts as a bumper protector. The liner is securely attached to the anchor points to keep 
it in place and is designed to keep bulky objects hidden from view. A side zip allows easy access to the load space area.

Luggage Partition Divider 
Can be fitted to the luggage partition to 
separate the load space into two sections. 

Luggage Partition 
Designed to prevent luggage from entering 
the passenger compartment. The design of the 
luggage partition has been optimized to second 
row seating featuring tilt functionality. 

Load Space Rubber Mat 
Waterproof rubber mat helps protect the  
rear load space carpet from general dirt. 

MAKE THE MOST OF YOUR SPACE LOAD SPACE CAPACITY
Practical and minimal accessories designed to keep your luggage organized and secure, while also protecting the interior of your vehicle.
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PET PRODUCTS 

Foldable Pet Carrier 
The foldable pet carrier provides a safe, comfortable environment for the 
transportation of pets, making it ideal for owners who regularly carry dogs 
or other pets in the load space area of their vehicle. Manufactured from  
durable 600D nylon, the foldable pet carrier has a lightweight metal frame 
and includes a quilted fabric cushion, net windows and a spring loaded 
locking mechanism that snaps into place when required. Windsor leather 
handles and corner pieces provide a premium finish and a side pocket  
provides a convenient storage option for other pet accessories or  
small items. Height 52 cm, width 52 cm, length 72 cm.

Portable Rinse System
Designed to be used outside the vehicle, the portable rinse system provides 
a convenient solution for washing pets before loading or rinsing down  
other equipment from bikes to wetsuits. Depending on the setting selected, 
this portable rinse system will deliver a minimum of two minutes of 
continuous water flow through a shower hose-style attachment. Without the 
need for batteries or external power, the system utilizes pressure captured 
when filling from a tap, and an integrated hand pump allows the user to 
pressurize if filling the water tank away from home. Featuring a Land Rover 
branded cover and handle, with an additional storage bag, it can be secured 
to the load space ‘D’ loops during transit, making it ideal for owners who 
regularly carry dogs or other pets in the load space area of their vehicle.
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ENJOY EVERY SEASON IN STYLE

Mirror Covers – Chrome 
Chrome mirror covers to enhance the vehicle’s 
exterior design cues. 

Side Vents – Gloss Black 
Gloss Black side vents provide a subtle exterior 
design enhancement.

Side Vents – Bright Finish 
Bright side vents provide a subtle exterior 
design enhancement.

Side Vents – Carbon Fibre 
Carbon Fibre side power vents with a High  
Gloss finish provide a performance-inspired 
styling upgrade.  

EXTERIOR STYLING

Mirror Covers – Carbon Fibre  
Stunning high grade Carbon Fibre mirror covers, 
with a High Gloss finish, provide a performance-
inspired premium styling update. 

Mirror Covers – Gloss Black 
Gloss Black mirror covers to enhance the 
vehicle’s exterior design cues. 
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EXTERIOR STYLING

Rear Spoiler – Carbon Fibre 
Sleek and dynamic, the high-grade Carbon Fibre rear spoiler provides a 
performance-inspired styling enhancement to the exterior design cues of 
the Range Rover Velar. 

Range Rover Lettering – Narvik Black 
Replace the Silver Range Rover lettering and enhance the appearance of 
your Range Rover Velar with this alternative Narvik Black hood and  
tailgate lettering.
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Deployable Side Steps 
These smart, practical steps make it easier to get in and out of the vehicle. Neatly stored under the sills, the side steps automatically deploy as soon as the 
door is opened or when activated by the key fob. They store automatically when the door is closed. The side steps are sensitive to obstructions. Automatic 
mode can be overridden to allow access to the roof when the doors are closed. The deployable side steps are compatible with front mud flaps and feature a 
stainless steel finish with laser-etched Range Rover branding.

Bumper Protector 
Convenient, extendable protector provides 
protection for the rear bumper from scratches 
and scuffs, helping to prevent clothing from 
collecting dirt from the bumper during loading/
unloading. Manufactured from a robust fabric 
material, the bumper protector has been 
designed to fit into the space under the  
load space floor for storage. 

All-Weather Car Cover 
All-weather tailored cover protects your 
Range Rover Velar from the elements, including 
rain showers, frost, snow and dust. Quick and 
easy to fit.

Mud Flaps – Rear 
Mud flaps are a popular upgrade for reducing 
spray and ensuring paintwork is protected 
from debris and dirt, while complementing 
the vehicle’s exterior design.

EXTERIOR STYLING & PROTECTION
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FULLY LOADED FROM ROOF TO REAR CARRYING

Sports Roof Box – Large 
Power-click quick mounting system with 
integrated torque indicator for easy and secure 
attachment with single-handed grip. Opens 
from both sides with handles on the lid and 
inside the box, for convenient fitting, loading 
and unloading. Integrated base mat for extra 
secure loading. Load capacity: eight skis/five-six 
snowboards, maximum length of skis 205 cm. 
Internal volume 430 litres. When fitted,  
maximum load capacity is 72 kg.

Sports Roof Box 
Sleek, aerodynamic design sports roof box 
with a Gloss Black finish that can be mounted 
on either side of the vehicle for curbside 
opening. Internal retention system for skis or 
other long loads. Lockable for security. External 
dimensions: 2,060 mm long, 840 mm wide,  
340 mm high. Internal volume 320 litres.  
When fitted, maximum load capacity is 75 kg.   

Luggage Roof Box 
Roof mounted luggage box with Gloss Black 
finish. Opens from both sides and is lockable for 
security. Includes power-grip mounting for easy 
and quick attachment to the roof bars. External 
dimensions: 1,750 mm long, 820 mm wide,  
450 mm high. Internal volume 410 litres.  
When fitted, maximum load capacity is 75 kg. 
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CARRYING

Cross Bars 
Elegant, durable Bright finish aluminum cross bars, with T-track design that utilizes the full length of the bars, providing space to mount multiple accessories. 
Aerodynamic profile minimizes drag and wind noise. Unique design allows for quick attachment and removal, without the need for any tools. When fitted, 
maximum load capacity is 94 kg.
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CARRYING

Wheel Mounted Bike Carrier 
Roof mounted, lockable bike carrier designed for 
holding a single bike, up to 20 kg.

Fork Mounted Bike Carrier 
Roof mounted bike carrier provides a simple 
and secure fitting with the bicycle front wheel 
removed, ideally suited to lightweight bicycles 
and ‘racing’ wheels. A separate carrier is 
included for the front wheel. Easy to attach, 
lockable bike carrier that carries one bicycle  
per holder. A maximum of two holders  
can be attached. 

Aqua Sports Carrier 
Carries a sailboard, canoe or kayak. Includes 
lockable multi-purpose holder to carry oars 
or paddles. Tilts to facilitate easy loading/
unloading. Features lockable straps and 
rubber supports to maintain optimum weight 
distribution while protecting the kayak and 
vehicle from scratches/scuffs. When fitted, 
maximum load capacity is 45 kg.

Aqua Sports Carrier – 2 Kayaks 
Carries two kayaks or canoes. Also suitable for 
transporting crafts, such as small boats. T-track 
adaptor and adjustable 275 cm strap included.  

Ski/Snowboard Carrier 
Carries four pairs of skis or two snowboards and 
incorporates slider rails for easy loading, is also 
lockable for security.
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TOWING

Towing System – Towing Receiver and Tow Hitch 
Towing receiver for North American market, with detachable square tow 
hitch. Will take up to 2,500 kg trailer load.  
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LUXURY, THE INSIDE STORY

Carpet Mats  
Carpet mats provide a well-appointed finishing touch to the interior, with 
waterproof backing. 

INTERIOR STYLING

Luxury Carpet Mats  
Luxurious, tailored, deep pile 2,050gm2 carpet mat set, with Range Rover 
ingot branding and waterproof backing, provide a well-appointed finishing 
touch to the interior. 
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Sport Pedal Covers 
Stainless steel Bright finish sport pedal covers 
are easy to fit and feature hidden fixings for a 
clean finish.

Gearshift Paddles  
Complete the look and feel of your steering wheel with premium aluminum paddles. Gearshift paddles are machine polished, anodized and hand brushed to 
provide exceptional wear resistance with a premium finish.  

INTERIOR STYLING

Load Space Luxury Carpet Mat 
Luxurious, soft, 2,050gm2 deep pile load space 
carpet mat with Range Rover logo and waterproof 
backing. Supplied in Ebony to complement the 
vehicle’s interior.

Load Space Treadplate Finisher – Illuminated 
Manufactured from stainless steel with a 
brushed finish and featuring soft illumination, 
the rear load space treadplate finisher provides 
protection for the load space trim when loading 
or unloading.
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Protective Seat Covers  
Helps protects seats from mud, dirt and  
wear and tear. Easily fitted and wipeable.

INTERIOR PROTECTION

Load Space Liner Tray – Space Saver  
Spare Wheel 
Semi-rigid waterproof load space liner tray  
with a raised lip on three sides to protect  
load space floor and side wall carpets from  
dirt or wet equipment.

Load Space Rubber Mat Extension  
This waterproof mat extension covers the back 
of the rear seats when they are folded down.

Protective Second Row Seat Cover  
Protects the back of the front seats, floor and 
second row seats from mud, dirt and wear and 
tear. Machine washable. Includes headrest and 
armrest covers.

Rubber Mats   
Rubber footwell mats help provide protection 
from general dirt.

Load Space Partition Net  
Convenient load space partition net helps 
protect passengers from stored items. The net 
fits to the load space ‘D’ loops and attachments 
in roof lining. Easily detaches when carrying 
longer loads. 
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Load Space Retention Kit  
The load space retention kit consists of a pack 
of attachments that fix into the load space rails 
via a quick lock/quick release system to help 
provide a comprehensive and flexible solution 
for retaining luggage and other items within  
the load space. The attachment pack includes  
a retractable strap with inertia reel and 
telescopic rod.

Load Space Retention Net  
Secure small items and luggage within the 
load space. Utilizes load space tie-down points. 
Includes floor net and two ratchet straps that are 
approximately two metres long. 

Load Space Seat Back Storage Bag  
A branded bag that attaches to the back of the 
second row seats using high strength VELCRO®, 
providing a convenient storage solution.

CREATE YOUR OWN EXPERIENCE FUNCTION & TECHNOLOGY
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Centre Armrest Cooler/Warmer 
Food and drink cooler and warmer that acts  
as a rear centre armrest. With a leather-covered 
top, it is held in place by the centre seat belt and 
powered from the rear auxiliary socket. Ideal for 
long journeys with the family.

Sunshade 
Easy to install or remove, these sun blinds 
provide increased comfort helping to protect 
passengers from the heat and glare of the sun.

Umbrella Holder – Cabin 
Designed to take a wide range of compact 
umbrellas, this product fits discretely under the 
front passenger seat.

FUNCTION & TECHNOLOGY

Windshield Sun Shield 
UV windshield sun shield reflects the sun’s 
rays and helps keep the vehicle’s interior cool 
in hot weather.

Collapsible Luggage Organizer 
Collapsible luggage organizer keeps items from 
shifting during transport. Can be easily folded 
away when not in use.

Jump Cables 
Jump cables enable you to re-start your engine 
using another vehicle’s battery, should yours ever 
fail. Simple and safe to use, these high quality, 
heavy duty jump cables come in a case and are 
an on-board essential.

WhiteFire® Headphones 
Additional headphones for use with rear seat 
entertainment system.

Activity Key
For extra convenience, owners can lock their 
key fob inside their vehicle and wear the Activity 
Key wristband, alleviating the need to carry their 
conventional key fob. The wristband is lightweight, 
robust and fully waterproof allowing customers 
to participate in a range of activities, then regain 
access back into their own vehicle. Conventional 
key fob is deactivated for total security.
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READY FOR THE ROAD AHEAD WHEEL ACCESSORIES

Tire Pressure Gauge  
Digital tire pressure gauge that stores recommended pressure and has 
a unique 360° rotating nozzle to locate tire valve, LED light, tread depth 
gauge, measuring in psi, bar, kpa, kg/cm2. Range 0-99 psi / 0-7 bar and 
comes complete with storage case. 
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Locking Wheel Nuts – Gloss Black or Silver Finish  
Manufactured to demanding safety standards, locking wheel nuts provide 
added security at low cost for valuable wheels and tires. Kit includes a set 
of four locking wheel nuts and one key tool. 

Styled Valve Caps  
This exclusive range of styled valve caps, available in a choice of designs, 
provides a subtle styling enhancement to alloy wheels.

WHEEL ACCESSORIES

Wheel Nuts – Gloss Black Finish 
Set of 20 wheel nuts, especially suitable for use with Gloss Black finish alloy wheels.
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*Fitting of side steps may affect the all-terrain capability of the vehicle.
*Roof rails and cross bars are required for all Land Rover roof mounted accessories. Consideration should always be given to the vehicle’s maximum roof load capacity to ensure it is not exceeded.
Please Note: Objects placed above the roof mounted satellite antenna may reduce the quality of the signal received by the vehicle and could have a detrimental effect on the navigation and satellite radio systems, if fitted.
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PRODUCT NAME DESCRIPTION PART NUMBER

Mirror Covers - Carbon Fibre Stunning high grade Carbon Fibre mirror covers, with a High Gloss finish, provide a  
performance-inspired premium styling update. Supplied as a vehicle set. VPLVB0145

Mirror Covers - Chrome Chrome mirror covers to enhance the vehicle’s exterior design cues. Supplied as a vehicle set. VPLYB0359

Mirror Covers - Gloss Black Gloss Black mirror covers to enhance the vehicle’s exterior design cues. Supplied as a vehicle set. VPLYB0360

Side Vents - Bright finish Bright side vents provide a subtle exterior design enhancement. Supplied as a vehicle set,  
four parts included.

LR092658,  
LR092659,
LR092669,  
LR092670

Side Vents - Carbon Fibre High-grade Carbon Fibre side power vents with a High Gloss finish provide a  
performance-inspired styling upgrade. Supplied as a vehicle set. VPLYB0355   

Side Vents - Gloss Black Gloss Black side vents provide a subtle exterior design enhancement. Supplied as a vehicle set,  
four parts included.

LR092660,  
LR092661
LR092671,  
LR092672

Rear Spoiler - Carbon Fibre
Sleek and dynamic, the high-grade Carbon Fibre rear spoiler provides a  
performance-inspired styling enhancement to the exterior design cues of the  
Range Rover Velar. 

VPLYB0354 

Range Rover Lettering -  
Narvik Black

Replace the Silver Range Rover lettering and enhance the appearance of your  
Range Rover Velar with this alternative Narvik Black hood and tailgate lettering. Hood and Tailgate Sold as a vehicle set. 

All four required for fitment.

LR092814,  
LR092817
LR104329,  
LR104330

Deployable Side Steps*

These smart, practical steps make it easier to get in and out of the vehicle. Neatly  
stored under the sills, the side steps automatically deploy as soon as the door is  
opened or when activated by the key fob. They store automatically when the door  
is closed. The side steps are sensitive to obstructions. Automatic mode can be  
overridden to allow access to the roof when the doors are closed. The deployable  
side steps are compatible with front mud flaps and feature a stainless steel finish  
with laser-etched Range Rover branding.

Side Step, Single

Side steps are sold 
individually, two are 
required for fitment. 
Harness, module, mounting 
bracket and motor kit  
left side, mounting bracket 
and motor kit right side  
and shield kit are also 
required for fitment. 

VPLYP0325

Harness VPLYV0122

Module VPLYT0218

Mounting Bracket and 
Motor Left Side VPLYP0323

Mounting Bracket and 
Motor Right Side VPLYP0324

Shield Kit VPLYP0339

PRODUCT NAME DESCRIPTION PART NUMBER

All-Weather Car Cover All-weather tailored cover protects your Range Rover Velar from the elements, including  
rain showers, frost, snow and dust. Quick and easy to fit. VPLYP0289

Bumper Protector

Convenient, extendable protector provides protection for the rear bumper from scratches  
and scuffs, helping to prevent clothing from collecting dirt from the bumper during  
loading/unloading. Manufactured from a robust fabric material, the bumper protector has 
been designed to fit into the space under the load space floor for storage.

VPLVS0179

Mud Flaps Mud flaps are a popular upgrade for reducing spray and ensuring paintwork is protected  
from debris and dirt, while complementing the vehicle’s exterior design. 

Front
Supplied as a pair.

VPLYP0318

Rear VPLYP0319

PRODUCT NAME DESCRIPTION PART NUMBER

Cross Bars*

Elegant, durable Bright finish aluminum cross bars, with T-track design that utilizes the  
full length of the bars, providing space to mount multiple accessories. Aerodynamic profile 
minimizes drag and wind noise. Unique design allows for quick attachment and removal, 
without the need for any tools. When fitted, maximum load capacity is 94 kg.

Requires factory fitted  
roof rails for attachment. VPLYR0162

Luggage Carrier* Flexible rack system to facilitate roof carrying. When fitted, maximum load capacity is 75 kg.
Maximum load capacity 
is based upon only one 
carrying product being fitted.

VPLRR0159

Luggage Roof Box*

Roof mounted luggage box with Gloss Black finish. Opens from both sides and is lockable 
for security. Includes power-grip mounting for easy and quick attachment to the roof bars. 
External dimensions: 1,750 mm long, 820 mm wide, 450 mm high. Internal volume 410 litres.  
When fitted, maximum load capacity is 75 kg.

Maximum load capacity 
is based upon only one 
carrying product being fitted.

VPLVR0062

Sports Roof Box*

Sleek, aerodynamic design sports roof box with a Gloss Black finish that can be mounted on 
either side of the vehicle for curbside opening. Internal retention system for skis or other  
long loads. Lockable for security. External dimensions: 2,060 mm long, 840 mm wide,  
340 mm high. Internal volume 320 litres. When fitted, maximum load capacity is 75 kg.

Maximum load capacity 
is based upon only one 
carrying product being fitted.

VPLVR0061

Sports Roof Box - Large*

Power-click quick mounting system with integrated torque indicator for easy and secure 
attachment with single-handed grip. Opens from both sides with handles on the lid and inside 
the box, for convenient fitting, loading and unloading. Integrated base mat for extra secure 
loading. Load capacity: eight skis/five-six snowboards, maximum length of skis 205 cm.  
Internal volume 430 litres. When fitted, maximum load capacity is 72 kg.

Maximum load capacity 
is based upon only one 
carrying product being fitted.

VPLWR0100

EXTERIOR STYLING EXTERIOR PROTECTION

CARRYING



*Roof rails and cross bars are required for all Land Rover roof mounted accessories. Consideration should always be given to the vehicle’s maximum roof load capacity to ensure it is not exceeded.
Please Note. Objects placed above the roof mounted satellite antenna may reduce the quality of the signal received by the vehicle and could have a detrimental effect on the navigation and satellite radio systems, if fitted.
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PRODUCT NAME DESCRIPTION PART NUMBER

Roof Box Ski/Snowboard Inserts A secure way to fasten skis or snowboard within the sports roof box or luggage roof box. VPLRR0151

Roof Box Ski/Snowboard Inserts -  
Large A secure way to fasten skis or snowboard within the large sports roof box. VPLRR0152

Aqua Sports Carrier*

Carries a sailboard, canoe or kayak. Includes lockable multi-purpose holder to carry oars 
or paddles. Tilts to facilitate easy loading/unloading. Features lockable straps and rubber 
supports to maintain optimum weight distribution while protecting the kayak and vehicle  
from scratches/scuffs. When fitted, maximum load capacity is 45 kg.

Maximum load capacity 
is based upon only one 
carrying product being fitted.

VPLGR0107

Aqua Sports Carrier - 2 Kayaks* Carries two kayaks or canoes. Also suitable for transporting crafts, such as small boats.  
T-track adaptor and adjustable 275 cm strap included. VPLWR0099

Ski/Snowboard Carrier* Carries four pairs of skis or two snowboards and incorporates slider rails for easy loading.  
It is also lockable for security. LR006849

Ski Bag
The Land Rover padded ski/snowboard bag carries up to two pairs of skis and poles up to  
180 cm long. It is manufactured from durable 600D polyester and features removable  
shoulder straps.

VPLGS0166

Universal Lift and Load System
This roof loading aid attaches to the garage roof and allows equipment to be lifted on to the 
vehicle with ease. It can also be used for storing the roof box conveniently when removed 
from the vehicle. Maximum weight limit is 100 kg.

VPLVR0096

Ratchet Strap Useful nylon ratchet strap for securing items to the cross bars or luggage carrier when roof 
carrying. Five metres long, 20 mm wide and supplied individually. CAR500010

Fork Mounted Bike Carrier* 

Roof mounted bike carrier provides a simple and secure fitting with the bicycle front wheel 
removed, ideally suited to lightweight bicycles and ‘racing’ wheels. A separate carrier is 
included for the front wheel. Easy to attach, lockable bike carrier that carries one bicycle  
per holder. A maximum of two holders can be attached.

Carrier is not compatible  
with mountain bike front forks 
featuring 15 mm diameter 
axles, 20 mm fork axles are 
compatible.

VPLWR0101

Wheel Mounted Bike Carrier* Roof mounted, lockable bike carrier designed for holding a single bike, up to 20 kg. Carrier will accommodate two 
bike carriers. VPLFR0091

PRODUCT NAME DESCRIPTION PART NUMBER

Towing System - Towing Receiver Detachable square receiver for clean finish. Will take up to a 2,500 kg trailer load. NAS only

A tow bar module and tow 
eye cover are required for 
attachment and must be  
ordered separately. 

VPLYT0195

Towing System - Module The tow bar module is required for attachment of the electrically deployable tow bar, 
detachable tow bar and Australia/NAS towing receiver. VPLYT0218

Towing System - Tow Eye Cover The tow eye cover is required for attachment of the electrically deployable tow bar, 
detachable tow bar and Australia/NAS towing receiver.

Black LR093526

Grey LR106227

Towing System - Tow Hitch The tow hitch is designed to offer optimal tow ball height. Includes 1 7⁄8-inch and 2-inch  
multi-fit balls. NAS only VPLYT0197

Tow Strap Kit
The tow strap kit includes a storage bag that can be attached to the strap as a warning flag. Tow strap Tow strap and ‘D’ shackle 

required for attachment.  

STC8919AA

The ‘D’ shackle is required for use with tow strap. ‘D’ shackle VPLYT0251

CARRYING (CONTINUED) TOWING



*Available November 2018.
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PRODUCT NAME DESCRIPTION PART NUMBER

Gearshift Paddles
Complete the look and feel of your steering wheel with premium aluminum paddles.  
Gearshift paddles are machine polished, anodized and hand brushed to provide exceptional  
wear resistance with a premium finish. 

Aluminum VPLVS0187MMU

Aluminum Red VPLVS0187CAY

Rotary Shifter Enjoy the sporting feel of this rotary shifter with premium dark leather finished top and rubber 
bezel with soft touch grip and Silver or Red finish.

Silver Bezel and leather top  
included.

VPLYS0473

Red VPLYS0474

Sill Treadplates

Sill treadplates featuring illuminated Range Rover script. Illuminated Available as a front pair only. VPLYS0457PVJ

Personalized illuminated treadplates allows you to choose a personalized message using an 
approved set of fonts/typefaces which will be highlighted in white illumination when the front 
doors are open.

Personalized, 
Illuminated Available as a front pair only. VPLYS0458PVJ

Sport Pedal Covers Stainless steel Bright finish sport pedal covers are easy to fit and feature hidden fixings for a  
clean finish.

Automatic transmission 
only VPLYS0470

Luxury Carpet Mats Luxurious, tailored, deep pile 2,050gm2 carpet mat set, with Range Rover ingot branding and 
waterproof backing, provide a well-appointed finishing touch to the interior. Ebony, LHD

Sold as a vehicle set.
Not compatible with  
passenger seat mounted  
fire extinguisher.

VPLYS0419

Carpet Mats Carpet mats provide a well-appointed finishing touch to the interior, with waterproof backing. Ebony, LHD
Not compatible with  
passenger seat mounted  
fire extinguisher.

LR095559

Load Space Luxury Carpet Mat Luxurious, soft, 2,050gm2 deep pile load space carpet mat with Range Rover logo and  
waterproof backing. Supplied in Ebony to complement the vehicle’s interior. 

Ebony 
For vehicles fitted with 
full size spare wheel.

Not compatible with vehicles 
fitted with space saver spare 
wheel. Not compatible  
with load space side net or 
load space rails.  

VPLYS0415

Ebony 
For vehicles fitted with 
space saver spare 
wheel.

Not compatible with vehicles 
fitted with full size spare  
wheel. Not compatible with 
load space side net or  
load space rails.

VPLYS0429

Load Space Treadplate Finisher - 
Illuminated

Manufactured from stainless steel with a brushed finish and featuring soft illumination, the  
rear load space treadplate finisher provides protection for the load space trim when loading  
or unloading.

Not compatible with  
vehicles fitted with full size 
spare wheel.

VPLYS0456

PRODUCT NAME DESCRIPTION PART NUMBER

Pet Access Ramp

Designed with optimal dimensions and angle, the pet access ramp assists pets into the  
load space area without the requirement of the owner having to lift them, making it ideal for 
owners who regularly carry dogs or other pets in the load space area of their vehicle. The  
ramp is suitable for use for pets up to 85 kg and features aluminum side panels and a plastic 
centre section with a high-grip tread pattern. Rubber feet help prevent the ramp slipping 
and retaining straps secure it to the load space ‘D’ loops, providing a lightweight but robust, 
practical solution. The ramp weighs 6 kg and can be folded for storage in the storage  
bag provided. Height 11 cm, width 41 cm, length when open 163 cm and length when  
closed 73 cm. 

Standard VPLCS0516

Quilted Load Space Liner*

This tailored liner covers and protects all the carpeted areas of the load space area including 
the floor, second row seat backs and load space side walls. Manufactured from a soft quilted 
fabric, with an integral rubber mat and detachable bumper protector, it is easy to wipe clean, 
making it ideal for owners who regularly carry dogs or other pets in the load space area of 
their vehicle.

Compatible with full height 
luggage partition. VPLYS0537

Load Space Rubber Mat
Waterproof rubber mat helps protect the rear load space carpet from wet pets and muddy 
paws, making it ideal for owners who regularly carry dogs or other pets in the load space area 
of their vehicle.  

Load space rubber mat 
extension for protection of 
the back of the rear seats 
when folded down also 
available – VPLYS0412.

VPLYS0411

Luggage Partition - Full Height
Designed to safely secure dogs or other pets in the load space area and prevent luggage 
from entering the passenger compartment. The design of the luggage partition has been 
optimized to second row seating featuring tilt functionality. 

Designed for use with second 
row seats in forward most 
position only. Compatible 
with load space rubber mat, 
load space rail system and 
parcel shelf. Not compatible 
with full size spare wheel or 
load space liner tray.

VPLYS0454

Foldable Pet Carrier*

The foldable pet carrier provides a safe, comfortable environment for the transportation  
of pets, making it ideal for owners who regularly carry dogs or other pets in the load space 
area of their vehicle. Manufactured from a durable 600D nylon, the foldable pet carrier has 
a lightweight metal frame and includes a quilted fabric cushion, net windows and a spring 
loaded locking mechanism that snaps into place when required. Windsor leather handles 
and corner pieces provide a premium finish and a side pocket provides a convenient storage 
option for other pet accessories or small items. Height 52 cm, width 52 cm, length 72 cm.

VPLCS0520

INTERIOR STYLING PET PRODUCTS
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Load Space Full Protection Liner

The load space full protection liner covers the sides, roof and load space floor and provides  
full protection from wet or muddy items like boots, garden waste or leisure equipment.  
When loading, the padded panel drops down and acts as a bumper protector. The liner 
is securely attached to the anchor points to keep it in place and is designed to keep bulky 
objects hidden from view. A side zip allows easy access to the load space area.

VPLRS0410

Load Space Liner Tray Semi-rigid waterproof load space liner tray with a raised lip on three sides to protect  
load space floor and side wall carpets from dirt or wet equipment.

For vehicles fitted  
with space saver  
spare wheel.

Not compatible with
load space rails, load space
retention kit, full height
luggage partition or
vehicles fitted with full size
spare wheel.

VPLYS0417

For vehicles fitted with
full size spare wheel.

Not compatible with
load space rails, load space
retention kit, full height
luggage partition or vehicles
fitted with space saver  
spare wheel.

VPLYS0472

Load Space Partition Net
Convenient load space partition net helps protect passengers from stored items. The net  
fits to the load space ‘D’ loops and attachments in roof lining. Easily detaches when  
carrying longer loads. 

Applicable for use with 
load space rubber mat or 
load space liner tray. Not 
applicable for use with  
load space luxury carpet mat. 
Not compatible with  
vehicles fitted with full size 
spare wheel.

VPLYS0424

Load Space Rubber Mat Waterproof rubber mat helps protect the rear load space carpet from general dirt. 

Load space rubber mat 
extension for protection of 
the back of the rear seats 
when folded down also 
available – VPLYS0412.

VPLYS0411

Load Space Rubber Mat Extension This waterproof mat extension covers the back of the rear seats when they are folded down.  
Offered for use with 
load space rubber mat – 
VPLYS0411.

VPLYS0412 

INTERIOR PROTECTIONPET PRODUCTS (CONTINUED)

PRODUCT NAME DESCRIPTION PART NUMBER

Portable Rinse System*

Designed to be used outside the vehicle, the portable rinse system provides a convenient 
solution for washing pets before loading or rinsing down other equipment from bikes to 
wetsuits. Depending on the setting selected, this portable rinse system will deliver a minimum 
of two minutes of continuous water flow through a shower hose-style attachment. Without the 
need for batteries or external power, the system utilizes pressure captured when filling from a 
tap, and an integrated hand pump allows the user to pressurize if filling the water tank away 
from home. Featuring a Land Rover branded cover and handle, with an additional storage 
bag, it can be secured to the load space ‘D’ loops during transit, making it ideal for owners 
who regularly carry dogs or other pets in the load space area of their vehicle.

VPLCS0519

Spill Resistant Water Bowl

Providing a convenient solution for use in transit or outside of the vehicle, the spill resistant 
water bowl incorporates a clever design feature which re-directs water towards the centre of 
the bowl when the water is disturbed, making it ideal for owners who regularly carry dogs or 
other pets in their vehicle. The bowl retains an open area allowing your pet to take a drink  
at all times, has an anti-slip rubber base and also a retention strap for securing it to the  
load space ‘D’ loop. The bowl has a spill resistant capacity of 350 ml.

VPLCS0518

Pet Load Space Protection Pack

Designed to provide protection and easy cleaning of the load space from wet and muddy 
paws. Combines the quilted load space liner, full height luggage partition and spill resistant 
water bowl. The perfect solution for owners who regularly carry dogs or other pets in the  
load space area of their vehicle.

VPLYS0537  
VPLYS0454 
VPLCS0518

Pet Transportation Pack 

Convenient option to provide a comfortable environment for transporting pets, which can 
be fitted or removed quickly when required. Combines the foldable pet carrier, spill resistant 
water bowl and load space rubber mat. The perfect solution for owners who regularly carry 
dogs or other pets in the load space area of their vehicle.

VPLCS0520  
VPLCS0518 
VPLYS0411

Pet Care and Access Pack

Taking the effort out of transporting pets, this option ensures everything required is at hand to 
transport pets in comfort. Combines the full height luggage partition, quilted load space liner, 
pet access ramp and portable rinse system. The perfect solution for owners who regularly 
carry dogs or other pets in the load space area of their vehicle.

VPLYS0454  
VPLYS0537 
VPLCS0516  
VPLCS0519
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Activity Key

For extra convenience, owners can lock their key fob inside their vehicle and wear the  
Activity Key wristband, alleviating the need to carry their conventional key fob. The wristband 
is lightweight, robust and fully waterproof allowing customers to participate in a range of 
activities, then regain access back into their own vehicle. Conventional key fob is deactivated 
for total security.

Wristband LR091580 

The vehicle preparation kit is a component required for fitment of the Activity Key. Vehicle preparation kit VPLYV0127 

Click and Go - Base

The Click and Go range is a multi-purpose seat back system for second row passengers. 
The versatile Click and Go Base attaches between the headrest mountings and further 
attachments can be added to hold tablets, bags and shirts or jackets. Each attachment is  
sold separately. The base can be easily removed when not in use. 

Required for fitment of Click 
and Go attachments. Not 
compatible with rear seat 
entertainment.

VPLRS0388

Click and Hang
The Click and Hang is part of the Click and Go range. This removable coat hanger allows 
shirts or jackets to be kept crease-free while transporting. Also includes an integral hook for 
use outside the vehicle. 

Click and Go base required 
for Fitment. Not compatible 
with rear seat entertainment.

VPLRS0390

Click and Hook The Click and Hook is part of the Click and Go range. This universal hook creates extra 
storage space for items to be hung, especially useful for handbags or groceries. VPLRS0389

Click and Play 
The Click and Play holder is part of the Click and Go range. This removable tablet holder 
attachment can easily be positioned at multiple angles for in-cabin comfort and rear 
entertainment.

iPad® 2 - 4 VPLRS0391

iPad Air® VPLRS0392

iPad mini™ 1 - 3 VPLRS0393

Samsung® 10.1" VPLRS0394

Click and Work
The Click and Work is part of the Click and Go range. This folding table offers the rear 
passengers a practical surface from which to work, particularly useful on long journeys.  
It also has a cup holder and is height and angle adjustable for in-cabin comfort.

VPLRS0395

iPhone Connect and  
Charge Dock

The iPhone connect and charge dock has been designed to charge utilizing the cup holder 
space in the central console. When connected, the iPhone’s media is accessible and has the 
ability to be controlled via the integrated infotainment/audio system. The ‘cut-out’ design of 
the holder is such that the home button is also accessible for use when parked. The iPhone 
USB charger can be easily disconnected if the USB connection is required for other use. 

For use with iPhone 5, 5c, 
5s, 6, 6s, SE, 7 and 8. Not 
suitable for use with 6 Plus,  
7 Plus, 8 Plus or X.

VPLRV0119

Wireless Phone  
Charging Cupholder

The wireless phone charging cupholder has been designed to charge utilizing either front 
cup holder space in the centre console. The holder will accommodate varying phone sizes 
securely in place. The charger displays an LED light to indicate when charging and turns off 
when complete. Fits phones up to 72 mm wide.

Cradle and Wireless 
Charger

For use with Qi enabled 
wireless charging devices 
only. The wireless phone 
charging cupholder does 
not provide a connection to 
In-Control Apps.
Please note: The cover cannot 
be closed when the wireless 
phone charging cupholder 
is fitted in the forward most 
cup holder.

VPLYV0124

Harness VPLYV0125

WhiteFire® Headphones Additional headphones for use with rear seat entertainment system. LR096498

FUNCTION & TECHNOLOGYINTERIOR PROTECTION (CONTINUED)

PRODUCT NAME DESCRIPTION PART NUMBER

Luggage Partition Designed to prevent luggage from entering the passenger compartment. The design of the 
luggage partition has been optimized to second row seating featuring tilt functionality. 

Features a useful integral  
load space hatch that allows 
longer luggage or sports 
equipment to be carried, 
where suitable, rear seat 
option is fitted. Designed for 
use with second row seats in 
forward most position only. 
Compatible with load space 
rubber mat, load space rail 
system and parcel shelf. Not 
compatible with full size spare 
wheel or load space liner tray.

VPLYS0454

Luggage Partition Divider Can be fitted to the luggage partition to separate the load space into two sections.

Requires full height luggage
partition for attachment.
Compatible with load space
rubber mat. Not compatible
with load space full protection
liner, load space partition net,
collapsible luggage organizer
or vehicles fitted with full size
spare wheel.

VPLYS0455

Rubber Mats Rubber footwell mats help provide protection from general dirt. Ebony, LHD
Not compatible with 
passenger seat mounted  
fire extinguisher.

VPLYS0413

Protective Seat Covers Helps protects seats from mud, dirt and wear and tear. Easily fitted and wipeable.
Ebony, Front VPLYS0421

Ebony, Rear VPLYS0422

Protective Second Row Seat Cover Protects the back of the front seats, floor and second row seats from mud, dirt and  
wear and tear. Machine washable. Includes headrest and armrest covers. VPLVS0312
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Seat Back Storage Provides a convenient storage solution for the rear of the front seats with multiple 
compartments for storing small items. VPLVS0181

Seat Back Storage - Premium 
Leather

Manufactured from the same premium leather offered in the vehicle, complemented with  
soft touch interior lining and magnetic button clasps. Provides a convenient storage solution  
for the rear of the front seats with multiple compartments for storing small items.

VPLVS0182

Centre Armrest Cooler/Warmer 
Box

Food and drink cooler and warmer that acts as a rear centre armrest. With a leather-covered 
top, it is held in place by the centre seat belt and powered from the rear auxiliary socket. Ideal 
for long journeys with the family.

VPLVS0176

Electric Cool Bag
This cool bag is thermostatically temperature controlled, is powered by the 12-volt  
auxiliary socket and has an easy to clean interior surface. Height 380 mm, length 380 mm,  
width 220 mm. Volume 14 litres.

VPLZS0529

Umbrella Holder - Cabin Designed to take a wide range of compact umbrellas, this product fits discretely under the 
front passenger seat.

Applicable for vehicles with 
four way adjustable seats only. VPLYS0428

Sunshade Easy to install or remove, these sun blinds provide increased comfort helping to protect 
passengers from the heat and glare of the sun. 

For side windows, 
second row VPLYS0426

For rear tailgate VPLYS0425

Windshield Sun Shield UV windshield sun shield reflects the sun’s rays and helps to keep the vehicle’s interior cool in  
hot weather. VPLYS0427

FUNCTION & TECHNOLOGY (CONTINUED)

PRODUCT NAME DESCRIPTION PART NUMBER

Collapsible Luggage Organizer

Collapsible luggage organizer keeps items from shifting during transport. Can be easily folded 
away when not in use. VPLVS0175

Collapsible luggage organizer keeps items from shifting during transport. Comes with two  
durable straps to clip to the anchor points and can be easily folded away when not in use.

Medium 
NAS only EEA500050PVJ

Load Space Seat Back Storage Bag A branded bag that attaches to the back of the second row seats using high strength VELCRO®, 
providing a convenient storage solution.

Not compatible with  
luggage partition. VPLCS0318

Load Space Net - Side Keep smaller items safely stored away—but easy to find—with a load space side net.

Not compatible with  
load space luxury carpet  
mat, load space rubber mat,  
load space liner tray or 
vehicles fitted with full size 
spare wheel.

VPLYS0418

Load Space Rails Load space mounted rails to help increase the flexibility of load space storage, also allowing 
the fitment of the luggage retention kit stowage system.

Required for use with  
load space retention kit. 
Not compatible with full 
size spare wheel.

VPLYS0460

Load Space Retention Kit

The load space retention kit consists of a pack of attachments that fix into the load space rails 
via a quick lock/quick release system to help provide a comprehensive and flexible solution 
for retaining luggage and other items within the load space. The attachment pack includes a 
retractable strap with inertia reel and telescopic rod.

Requires load space rails for 
fitment. Not compatible with 
full size spare wheel.

VPLGS0171

Load Space Retention Net Secure small items and luggage within the load space. Utilizes load space tie-down points.  
Includes floor net and two ratchet straps that are approximately two metres long. VPLCS0269

Jump Cables
Jump cables enable you to re-start your engine using another vehicle’s battery, should yours  
ever fail. Simple and safe to use, these high quality, heavy duty jump cables come in a case 
and are an on-board essential.

VPLVV0090

Battery Conditioner 

Land Rover branded battery conditioner diagnoses, monitors and maintains the battery at 
optimum levels ensuring prolonged battery life and reliability. NAS only Requires separate install kit 

VPLVV0094. VPLWV0093

Battery conditioner install kit required for NAS battery conditioner only. Install Kit 
NAS only

Required for NAS battery 
conditioner only VPLVW0093. VPLWV0094

FUNCTION & TECHNOLOGY (CONTINUED)
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18" 10 Spoke ‘Style 1021’,  
Alloy Wheel 

Personalize your vehicle with a selection of alloy wheels featuring a wide range of contemporary and dynamic designs. 

LR091518

18" 15 Spoke ‘Style 1022’,  
Alloy Wheel LR091517

19" 5 Spoke ‘Style 5046’,  
Alloy Wheel LR091536

19" 5 Spoke ‘Style 5046’ with  
Satin Dark Grey finish, Alloy Wheel LR091545

20" 10 Spoke ‘Style 1032’,  
Alloy Wheel LR091543

20" 10 Spoke ‘Style 1032’ with 
Diamond Turned finish, Alloy Wheel LR091540

20" 10 Spoke ‘Style 1032’ with  
Satin Dark Grey finish, Alloy Wheel LR091538

20" 7 Spoke ‘Style 7014’,  
Alloy Wheel LR091537

20" 7 Spoke ‘Style 7014’ with  
Gloss Black finish, Alloy Wheel LR091539

21" 10 Spoke ‘Style 1033’ with  
Gloss Black finish, Alloy Wheel LR091541

21" 10 Spoke ‘Style 1033’ with  
Satin Dark Grey finish, Alloy Wheel LR091542

21" 5 Split-Spoke ‘Style 5047’,  
Alloy Wheel LR093815

21" 5 Split-Spoke ‘Style 5047’ with 
Diamond Turned finish, Alloy Wheel LR093827

22" 10 Spoke ‘Style 1051’  
Diamond turned with Satin 
Technical Grey finish, Alloy Wheel

VPLYW0121

22" 7 Split-Spoke ‘Style 7015’,  
Alloy Wheel LR092491

22" 7 Split-Spoke ‘Style 7015’ with 
Gloss Black Finish, Alloy Wheel LR092490

22" 9 Split-Spoke ‘Style 9007’,  
Alloy Wheel LR093330

22" 9 Split-Spoke ‘Style 9007’ with 
Diamond Turned finish, Alloy Wheel LR093331

ALLOY WHEELS
PRODUCT NAME DESCRIPTION PART NUMBER

Locking Wheel Nuts
Manufactured to demanding safety standards, locking wheel nuts provide added security at 
low cost for valuable wheels and tires. Kit includes a set of four locking wheel nuts and one 
key tool.

Chrome Look finish 
NAS only LR008794

Gloss Black finish 
NAS only VPLCY0105

Wheel Nuts Set of 20 wheel nuts, especially suitable for use with Gloss Black finish alloy wheels. Gloss Black finish VPLVW0070

Wheel Centre Cap Enhances and adds style to alloy wheels. Features Land Rover logo.

Satin Silver finish
Suitable for fitment 
to 18" wheels only. 
Sold individually. 

LR094193

Satin Silver finish Suitable for fitment 
to 20" wheels only. 
Sold as a set of four.

LR094546

Black finish LR094547

Styled Valve Caps This exclusive range of styled valve caps, available in a choice of designs, provides a subtle  
styling enhancement to alloy wheels. 

Black Jack

Sold as a set of four.

LR027666

Land Rover LR027560

Union Jack LR027664

Range Rover LR027663

Nitrogen  
NAS only VPLFY0071

Land Rover 
Black/Silver Logo 
NAS only

LRN90310

Space Saver Spare Wheel Kit The space saver wheel kit is offered as a retailer fit upgrade for vehicles equipped with the line fit tire repair kit. VPLYW0124

Tire Pressure Gauge
Digital tire pressure gauge which stores recommended pressure and has a unique 360° rotating nozzle to locate tire 
valve, LED light, tread depth gauge, measuring in psi, bar, kpa, kg/cm2. Range 0-99 psi / 0-7 bar and comes complete 
with storage case.

VPLVW0077

Tire Repair Kit Alternative tire repair solution can be fitted in place of spare wheel. Consists of sealant and air compressor to be used 
in an emergency puncture situation. VPLYW0127

WHEEL ACCESSORIES
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 IMPORTANT NOTICE 
Jaguar Land Rover Canada ULC is constantly seeking ways to improve the specification, design and production of its vehicles and alterations take place 
continually. While every effort is made to produce up-to-date literature, this brochure should not be regarded as an infallible guide to current specifications, 
nor does it constitute an offer for the sale of any particular vehicle. Retailers are not agents of Jaguar Land Rover Canada ULC by any express or implied 
undertaking or representation. Comparisons are based on manufacturer’s own data and testing prior to publication. Accessories may require additional 
labour for installation – contact your Land Rover Authorized Retailer for complete details and pricing. Pictures are for informational purposes only and may not 
exactly depict the actual accessory. Jaguar Land Rover Canada ULC reserves the right to make changes at any time, without notice, in prices, specifications 
and to discontinue certain accessories.

 COLOURS
The colours reproduced here are subject to the limitations of the printing process and may therefore vary slightly from the actual vehicle. The company 
reserves the right to alter or withdraw any colour finish without notice. Some of these colours may not be obtainable in your country. Please check availability 
of colours and current specifications with your Land Rover Authorized Retailer. Retailers are not agents of Jaguar Land Rover Canada ULC and have absolutely 
no authority to bind Jaguar Land Rover Canada ULC to any express or implied undertaking or representation. 

For further information on accessories and the latest accessory lifestyle films, please visit gear.landrover.com.
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